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This article is an addendum to [7, Sect. l] where the following theorem 
was left as an open question. 
THEOREM. Let (&, - ) be a unite-dimensional str~cturab~e algebra Over a 
field Q, qf characteristic 0. Then the radical R of (s&, - ) is nilpotent. 
Structurable algebras were defined by Allison in [ 11. In [6] we 
developed a structure theory for finite-dimensional structurable algebras 
(&, - ) of characteristic 0, using as a principal tool the Lie algebra 
-X(&, -) which Allison introduced in [2]. The radical BJ of (d, -) is the 
maximal solvable ideal. Throughout this note we shall use freely the 
notation and results of [7, Sect. 1). 
For any element x in (&, -), in addition to the right and left mul- 
tiplications R, and L, and the operator 
T,=L,+R,-, (1) 
[7, Eq. (1 )], we shall use here the operator M, in End,(&) defined by 
M,(y)=xJ-yyf for all y in ~4. (2) 
Denoting the involution - in (JY’, ) by 7, we see that (2) is equivalent to 
M,=L,7-RR,. (3) 
For any subspace 93 of d, we write M, = {Mb : b in a}. 
Now &‘=JE”@Y where #=(a in &:Z=a) and Y= (s in 
& : S= -33. Hence (I) implies 
T,= L, for all a in 35? (4) 
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and 
while (3) implies 
2R,? = rr, __ L, for all s in Y: (5) 
ProoJ: By [S, theorem 2.41 nilpotence of a is equivalent to niipote~ce 
of the associative nveloping algebra of the right and left muitiplicatio~s of 
(&, - ) which correspond to elements of @i%; that is, to the existence of m 
such that (8) holds where Si is either R, or L, (xi in a). Since 
W== (an &?)@ (BnP), this is equivalent to (8) where Si is either R,, or 
Rsi or La or L, (a, in 9 n 2, St in 8n Y). But then (4), (5), and (6) imply 
that W is niipotent if (8) holds for all S, in (9) and Si of the form Taiz (gj in 
Bn&@). 
If r appears in a product S, -I* S,S, on the left of an Si in (9) then, by 
introducing more terms if necessary and using new S,i from (9)+ z may be 
removed or shifted to the right of St. For example, if Si= M,, (ai in 
g n 8), then (7) eiiminates z. Also 2zL, = 2R,z = -2R,r = -Ts,z i- L,t 
for all s in Sp by (5) so, if Si = L,* (si in ,% n Y), then 1: is shifted to the 
right of Si by using two terms and new S: from (9). If x = a + s (a in Z, 
s in Y”), then (1) implies %?I’, = XL, c rR,-,? = R27 + J!,~-~z. = 
R,z--RR,r-2L,z, so that 
by (6) and (5). Hence, if Si= T, (xi in S), then, by using four terms, z is 
either eliminated or shifted to the right of new Sir chosen from (9). Hence in 
every term S;-- Z&S,, any T which appears may be shifted to the right of 
S,, and Lemma 1 is proved. 
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Denote by ?Z the radical rad X(&‘, -) of the Lie algebra .X(&, -): 
[7, Lemma 21. Then Y is nilpotent by [7, Theorem 33. That is, using the 
notation of [3, p. 231, we have 
Jz*=o for some positive integer m, (12) 
where 2 = Y, P”= [P-i, P]. The 56” are ideals of X(s4, -). 
LEMMA 2. Let (&, - ) and Se be as in the theorem. Let S, , Sz ,..., Sk be 
any elements of (9), and let y be any element of (&, -). Then 
Proof By induction on k. (S,(y), 0) is in A& c 9’ by (1) and (2), since 
W is an ideal of (d, - ). Assume (13). For all x, z in d, [7, Eq. (6)] implies 
that (ad Z”X)(.z, 0)= CT,, (z,O)] =(T,(z), 0). Hence, if z=Sk...S2SI(y) 
and Sk+, = TX with x in 3, then (Sk+iSk’**Sr(y), O)= 
(ad T,)(S, . . ’ S,(y), 0) is in [s, Sk]= Yk + ‘. For all z in s9 and s in 9, 
ad( - T,) ad(0, s)” (z, 0) = ad( - T,)[(z, 0), (0, -s)-] = ad( - T,)(sz, 0)” 
= -CT,, (sz, 0) ] = (T,(sz), O)- = (sz, 0)” =-(L,(z), 0)” by [7, Eqs. (12) 
and (8)]. Hence, if z = Kk”‘S1(y) and Sk+, = L, with s in Bn 9, 
then (SktiSk’.-&(Y), 0) = ad(-T~)ad(O,~)-(S~.*.S~(y),O) is in 
[X(d,-f, [.A$a, L?‘]] E [S(S, -), Tk+“] E P+’ since Yk+’ is an 
ideal Of x(&,-), and (Sk+lSk...S1(y),O) iS in zk+’ Since 2kfi iS 
stable under the automorphism t%+Tx+D+n+6--T,+D+m of 
Xx(&‘, -) [2, Eq. (15)]. For all x, z in &$, ad(-1, 0)” ad(x, O)(z, 0) = 
ad(-l,O)“[(x,O), (z,O)] = ad(-1,0)*(0,x.?-zX) = [(0,44,(z)), 
(1,0)-l = (M,(z), 0) by [7, Eqs. (IO) and (1211. Hence, If z=S,...S,(yi 
and Sktl= M, with a in 9 n X, then (Sk+ i Sk ..* S,(y), 0) = ad( - LO) 
ad(a, o)(sk **.S,(y), 0) is in [.X(&,-), [..4&, Yk]] c [X(&, -), .Yk+‘] 
E yk+l. Q.E.D. 
The theorem then follows immediately from Lemmas 1 and 2: (12) 
implies that (S, . . . &S,(y), 0) = 0 for all y in d, so that (8) is satisfied for 
all Si in (9). Hence %! is nilpotent. 
Remark. As indicated at the end of [7, Sect. 11, the nilpotence of the 
radical 9 of (&, -) gives an independent proof of the nilpotence of the 
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maximal solvable ideal of the associated conservative algebra (&‘, T). This 
was stated by Kantor [4, p. 35, Lemma 21, but the proof in [4] seems 
incomplete. 
Note added in proof: We are indebted to B. N. Allison for a correction to the original 
proof of Lemma 2. 
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